ATTS-II GOLD
Quick Overview
1.Go to www.aticalltracking.com 2. Login with your email and password 3. Select “Listen”
From there you may listen to the calls, and see you a quick overview of the incoming call data.

After logging in to the application, navigate to the Reports page by clicking on one of two links from the home page
as shown below.

The reports page will automatically pull up a login report and display a summary of your calls for the date range

shown in the view by date field. The default view by date range is the last 7 days but can be changed by clicking on
the date field. This date range will be the dates for the reports as well. Select the drop down and choose the
desired report, the two most common reports used are Calls by group and calls by time frame depending on role
and the data needed.

After selecting the report, you can use the filter by function to focus in on different portions of your calls
based on the criteria you select such as tracking numbers or groups. The report will display a few visual
representations of your data which vary based on the report type.

At the bottom of the page you will find an option to view a list view of your data, clicking on it will
expand it.

The default view will display summary information of the report with an option for downloading the
data to excel. You can change the number of rows displayed and view the total number of records at
the bottom of the chart.

The detail view will look at the data on a call by call basis and also provides the option of exporting to
excel and the display info as with the summary view.

Looking at the Calls by Time Frames report we see that the chart displays are different but the data options are
similar in the list view at the bottom. If you click on Save as favorite you can save a report as well as schedule it to
be sent on an automatic basis. Reports can only be scheduled when using one of our built in dynamic date ranges
such as last 7 days or the previous month.

Type in a name for the report and then either save or save and schedule.

You can change the report name, date range and frequency prior to scheduling. Select the reply-to for where you
want an email to go if a recipient responds to the report email and select your recipients. Then select Save. You
can view your any of the scheduled or saved reports from the Saved reports menu and edit them by selecting them
from there.

How to Listen to Calls
After logging in to the application, navigate to the listen page by clicking on one of two links from the home page
as shown below.

On the left side of the screen you can change the date range displayed which by default will show the last seven
days. The “Filter By” option allows you to sort your calls by a variety of criteria such as the group if you have
access to multiple groups or individual tracking numbers. Each of the fields listed can be selected by checking the
desired box or boxes until you have the calls displayed that you want to view.
From the Listen page you can view a summary of your total calls along with other broad view data at the top of the
page. This view is dynamic and will change based on the filters and date range selected. To Listen to a call click on

the blue triangle in the second to last column, if a call has already been reviewed it will display a “refresh” icon as
shown below.

This will bring up a secondary display showing additional info for the call. Click on the green play button
to review the call recording. You can also add comments to the call, or tags which can be used in
filtering data within the app.

The call details can be downloaded as a .csv by clicking on the excel icon at the top of the Call Details
table, this content is also dynamic and reacts to the filters and date range selected. You can navigate to
additional pages and change the number of rows displayed on each page by clicking on the icons below
the last call record.

Conversation Analytics ™ Indicator Syntax
How Does Conversation Analytics work?
Calls are processed using a proprietary transcription and search engine. The process identifies words and phrases
that indicate certain events have occurred in a conversation. In addition to words, phonetic elements measure
tempo, agitation and silence. Combinations of certain words/phrases with the phonetic elements (depending on
the indicator) are matched and weighted to provide a numeric confidence indicator that the event occurred.
When writing search queries, our goal is to identify how many different ways one can say the same thing. It’s also
important to consider who is speaking, caller or agent. In the following example, you’ll see part of an algorithm
that takes into account various speech patterns and text to speech transcription possibilities.

Indicator: Promotional Mention

Phrase: Did you receive a promotion from

(("did you|ya get|got|received|receive our|us") OR ("promotion|promotional|male|mail|mailer|flyer|flier|ad|
add|advertisement from us|me")) OR (“you|ya receive|received|receiving promotional email|male|mail|mailer|
flyer|flier|ad|add|advertisement”), etc.
We also use proximity operators, “Not Near: operators, weights, importance levels and other elements to
formulate complex algorithms to identify important factors o each call. With this methodology we are able to
obtain an up to 85%-90% accuracy rate for events that are identified. We have a high confidence level in trend
analysis and our ability to identify trends in a data set of calls.

Indicator and Composite Indicator Tiered Algorithms
The sample above is only a portion of the algorithm used to identify the event that a phone agent asked the
question “Did you receive a promotion rom us?”
Indicators and Composite Indicators have a tiered, building block structure; phrases and phonetic elements create
the algorithms that construct indicators; groups o indicators build other indicators; groups of indicators . In
addition, depending on the indicator, elements are assigned an importance rating.

Indicator Strengthening Factor
Certain indicators receive a full strength indication when a single item is identified in the phone calls, such as the
“Acquired Phone Number” indicator. Other indicators, such as Customer Dissatisfaction, receive a higher score
with each additional phrase and phonetic element identified.

This is just a small sampling of the Indicator Categories, Descriptions, Sample
Phraseology and Use Cases. You may view more on our website call tracking
page.
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